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To inspire every architect  
in the world, with design  

that serves people.



Rex Kralj
Rex Kralj was founded in 2012.  
The idea for the company was  
sparked by the type of passion that  
grabs you when encountering a truly 
stunning design for the first time. 
Company founders Žiga Vrohvec and 
Tomaž Sešlar were inspired by the iconic 
Rex Chair, designed by the mid-twentieth-
century architect and designer Niko Kralj. 

The two founders were instantly drawn  
to his work and decided to establish  
their brand in homage, in both name and 
style, to Niko and his timeless designs.  
Rex Kralj is a contraction of Rex,  
Niko’s most famous design, and Kralj,  
the designers last name.



The Rex 
collection
The story of the Rex collection 
begins in the 1950s with the Rex 
foldable chair. Its design incorporates 
innovation, functionality and beauty. 
Niko Kralj succeeded in developing 
the most comfortable chair of its kind 
by stretching the boundaries of bent 
plywood and minimising material use, 
while maintaining a focus on aesthetics. 
This resulted in an indispensable series 
of furniture that has stood the test of 
time: the Rex collection. 



Niko Kralj
With over two million chairs produced, the designs of 
Niko Kralj (1920) have served numerous generations.

After the Second World War, traditional production 
methods gave way to modern inventions and led to a 
new era of furniture design. As a trained architect and 
an absolute pioneer in this field, Niko developed truly 
innovative pieces for the time and became one of the 
first ever industrial designers. It’s little wonder that 
fellow professionals are gradually recognising his work, 
which has been rewarded with permanent displays in 
design museums such as the Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) in New York, Designmuseum Denmark and 
The International Design Museum Munich.



Our company
Niko’s designs inspired the Rex Kralj brand. 
His vision on design is our compass for 
developing new products. We believe in the 
creative freedom to combine technical skills 
and methods with an authentic, humanistic 
approach to design that serves people’s needs. 
From our headquarters in Ljubljana, Slovenia, 
we manage our manufacturing operations in 
Central Europe. We are committed to offering a 
wide range of furniture that lasts.



We believe  
in design 
that lasts.



Our Designers 
Since the establishment of the brand, 
we have expanded on Niko’s principle 
of authentic, humanistic design. Our 
products embody this tenet, something 
which we remain focused on when 
adding new pieces to our collection. We 
invite designers who match our DNA to 
work on fresh additions to our portfolio.

Tom Fereday  
The question  
‘What would Niko 
Kralj do?’ is central 
to my cooperation 
with Rex Kralj.

Mikal Harrsen  
My passion for modernism 

and geometrical elements  
is what connects me  

to Niko Kralj.



Bart Schilder 
I’ve always loved mid-
century design. Niko Kralj’s 
sincere approach to design 
fits my personal values. 
I have a lot of faith in the 
people behind Rex Kralj 
and it’s very satisfying to 
help build the brand.

Jonas Forsman
Today most furniture 

developments work on  
new pieces. The old ones  

are not cared for...  
The Rex Kralj family seem  

to work in a different way...  
Why inventing from  

scratch all the time when 
there are so many good 

pieces made before.



We love working  
with genuine materials 
from both the past  
and the present. 



Target audience
Rex Kralj caters to the wishes of 
passionate interior design professionals. 
Our collections serve the contract market 
and we offer the attention to detail, 
quality and support required to realise 
durable designs for the most demanding 
environments. 

With a devotion to materials that are 
both natural and authentic, we realise 
high-end designs with a timeless 
appearance. We invite you to share in 
the passion we have for our work and 
products and are here to make your 
project come to life.



Salone del 
   mobile 2019

In 2019, Rex Kralj attended the  
Salone del Mobile for the very 
first time, reaching out to the 
international design community with 
an aspirational collection of chairs and 
associated products. Our pavilion style 
presentation focused on our five main 
product collections and highlighted 
options for customised solutions.



We are inspired by the legendary Niko Kralj, 
his warmth and respect for human beings. 
Rex Kralj’s creative spirit drives us, as do our 
beautiful products, and our firm belief that 
design matters. 

We are adaptive and commit to finding 
ways to create and share our passion.
Therefore we have invested heavily in our 
sales tools and digital environment, and 
by the launch of our new website a fully 
equipped download area, a new catalogue 
and sample box provide our network with 
the best possible support.

2020 marks the beginning of a new phase 
for Rex Kralj. With additional designers, 
online product launches and direct sales 
campaigns we use our flexibility to invent 
new tools every day and remain building 
our brand and future.
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and remain building our brand and future.



Design is our life 
and something we 
thoroughly enjoy.  



Collection



1960 Chair 1960 Wood Chair

Shell Chair

Rex Chair

Mosquito Chair

Dining Chairs



4455 Chair 1960 Armchair

 Shell Wood Armchair

Zelo Armchair

Shell Armchair

Armchairs



Offset upholstery for seat Offset upholstery for seat  
and backrest

Full upholstery

Seat and back upholstery

Seat upholstery

Upholstery options



Zelo Bar Chair low Mosquito Bar Stool High

Zelo Bar Chair High 

CC stool walnut

1960 Bar Chair High

Stools, Bar Stools  
and Bar Chairs



Rex Lounge Chair

Shell Lounge Chair

Rex Rocking Chair

Shell Square Lounge

Rex 120

Lounge Chairs



CC Club Table

CC Side Table

Rex Coffee Table CC  Table

SQ Coffee Table

Tables



Zelo Chair Zelo Bar Chair High 

Ena 7070 Table

Zelo Armchair

Ena D70 High Table

Outdoor



We know our products 
well and gladly tell  
you all about how we  
realize our designs. 



Impression
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We are happy 
to meet you and 
look forward to  
working together.



Connect

www.rex-kralj.com

http://www.rex-kralj.com

